
1. Introduction

With the improvement of people’s living stan-
dard and urban modernization level, the problems
of energy shortage, environmental pollution, traf-
fic safety and traffic congestion are becoming more
and more serious. Globally, the traffic problem has
become more and more serious, and China is no
exception. There are some problems in domestic
transportation system, such as imperfect management
and maintenance system of traffic facilities, lack of
function of road system, unreasonable construction
of traffic network, etc [1]. The solutions to traf-
fic problems in China mainly include the following
aspects: strengthening the construction of transporta-
tion infrastructure, expanding road capacity, applying
intelligent transportation system and improving the
utilization rate of transportation network. However,

due to many factors, such as unreasonable urban road
planning, difficulties in urban road reconstruction,
less space for urban road expansion, too fast growth
of the number of motor vehicles, etc., it undoubtedly
causes more obstacles to solving traffic problems.
Intelligent transportation system (ITS) has attracted
much attention in recent years, and has even become a
research hotspot to solve traffic problems [2]. Under
the constraints of various realistic factors, ITS has
become the acknowledged best way to solve urban
traffic problems.

ITS is a new type of transportation management
system, which integrates computer network, con-
trol, communication, information and other high-tech
technologies with traditional transportation. The sys-
tem integrates socialization, intelligence, information
and data. It can improve the utilization rate of trans-
portation network and give full play to the functions
of infrastructure [3]. ITS regards the use, analysis,
exchange, publication, processing and collection of
information as the main line of traffic management
and control. It will provide systematic travel services
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for travelers as the basic goal. Through the coordina-
tion and unification of environment, moving target,
road, automobile and human factors, it can achieve
the comprehensive objectives of reducing environ-
mental pollution caused by traffic factors, reducing
traffic energy consumption, reducing the probability
of accidents and alleviating road congestion pressure.

The core mechanism of traffic management in ITS
is to predict the short-term traffic flow. Because of the
change of time, density, flow, speed and other factors,
a variety of traffic conditions will appear on the road.
Only by accurately predicting the short-term traffic
flow according to the changeable traffic conditions,
can the safe, orderly and efficient operation of ITS be
ensured [4].

Reference [5] presents a prediction method for
short-term traffic flow in urban road under mixed
conditions. This paper first analyzes the tempo-
ral and spatial distribution characteristics of traffic
flow parameters in urban expressway under the state
of free flow, congestion flow and congestion flow.
Based on the traffic flow conservation equation and
the velocity dynamic model, the prediction model
for short-term traffic flow under three states are
established by using the idea of partial differential
equations to solve the spatio-temporal discretiza-
tion. Considering the influence of ramp, lane number
change and road gradient, the prediction model for
short-term traffic flow is transformed into the state
space prediction model for short-term traffic flow to
realize the prediction of short-term traffic flow under
mixed state. However, the method has the defect of
low accuracy. Reference [6] proposes a prediction
method for short-term traffic flow in urban based on
decision tree. In this paper, decision tree is used to
analyze the relationship between short-term traffic
flow upstream and downstream of urban roads, and
the corresponding rule base is established. Decision
tree is used to realize short-term traffic flow predic-
tion. However, this method has the shortcoming of
long time-consuming prediction, and it is difficult to
achieve the desired implementation effect. In refer-
ence [7], a prediction method for short-term traffic
flow in urban road based on grey system and neu-
ral network is proposed. The grey model is used to fit
and predict the actual monitored data, and the predic-
tion value and prediction residual are obtained. The
prediction residual is input into the neural network
model to learn, simulate and predict the residual.
The sum of the residual prediction value and GM
model prediction value is taken as the final pre-
diction result. However, although this method has

lower prediction time-consuming, it has the defect
of low accuracy. Reference [8] proposes a predic-
tion method for short-term traffic flow in urban road
based on multi-machine learning competition strat-
egy. According to the characteristics of traffic flow
data in urban core area, a multi-dimensional traffic
flow data model of multi-related roads in the same
area is constructed. On this basis, a prediction algo-
rithm for short-term traffic flow in urban road based
on multi-machine learning competition strategy is
proposed. The algorithm is used to realize the pre-
diction of short-term traffic flow in urban, but the
method has the problems of low accuracy and long
time-consuming.

Because the traditional methods are not filtered the
traffic flow of the collected data, more not to repair
the failure data and recognition, so the problem of
low prediction accuracy and long long in this paper,
in order to solve the problem, the above problem, as
the key of the targeted space static property data col-
lection and traffic flow dynamic attribute data, and
the collected data to repair and recognition of fault
data, in order to realize the short-term urban traffic
flow prediction of high accuracy, low consumption,
into the multiple linear regression model, to solve
multiple sets of variables linear causal relationship
between the complexity of higher problem, Based
on the above analysis, a short-time urban traffic flow
prediction method based on multiple linear regres-
sion model is proposed, which is of great significance
for the application of intelligent traffic system, to
improve the safety of urban traffic, and to achieve
intelligent urban traffic. The overall framework of the
method is as follows:

(1) The data attributes of corresponding short-
term traffic flow are selected through the traffic
operation state, and are used as the original data
of traffic flow prediction.

(2) The corresponding data are collected accord-
ing to the selected attributes, including spatial
static attributes and traffic flow dynamic
attributes.

(3) the fault data from the collected data are
recognized and repaired, to build a multiple lin-
ear regression model for predicting short-term
traffic flow in urban, and realize the prediction
of short-term traffic flow in urban.

(4) The accuracy and time-consuming of different
prediction methods are compared.

(5) Conclusion



2. Short-term urban traffic flow forecast

2.1. Traffic flow data properties

Firstly, the attributes of the corresponding short-
term traffic flow data are selected according to
the traffic operation status, and used as the orig-
inal data of the traffic flow prediction to ensure
the accuracy of the prediction results of short-term
traffic flow.

Data attributes of short-term traffic flow in urban
include spatial static attributes and traffic flow
dynamic attributes. The specific classification is
shown in Table 1.

The specific content of traffic flow dynamic
attributes is shown in Table 2.

The data attributes of short-term traffic flow in
urban collected by the monitor include phase period,
green light time, traffic flow, monitor number, col-
lection date, collection time and intersection number,
etc. The specific forms of the collected data attributes
of short-term traffic flow in urban are shown in
Table 3.

Phase A represents the East-West straight line,
including west-south, east-north, west-east, east-
west; phase B represents the North-South straight
line, including north-west, south-east, north-south,
south-north.

Green signal ratio G and road saturation S are
important data in short-term traffic flow predicting
in urban. The calculation method is as follows:

Green signal ratio G:
Where, GT represents the effective green light

time contained in a phase period; T represents a phase
period.

G = GT

T
(1)

Road saturation S:

S =
GT − (SPT − Q × ( 3600

MQ
− PT ))

GT
(2)

In the above formula, SPT represents idle time;
PT represents the time spent by each vehicle passing
through the monitor when the road traffic flow reaches
saturation; MQ represents the maximum traffic flow
per unit time of the lane; Q represents the collection
value of the initial traffic flow.

2.2. Traffic flow data collection

According to 2.1, the data attributes of short-
term traffic flow in urban are collected, including
spatial static attributes and traffic flow dynamic
attributes [9]. Combining automatic acquisition tech-
nology with non-automatic acquisition technology,
the data of short-term traffic flow in urban are col-
lected. The automatic acquisition technology is used
as the main acquisition means, and the non-automatic
acquisition technology is used as the auxiliary acqui-
sition means [10]. Automatic acquisition technology
includes mobile data acquisition technology and fixed

Table 1
Specific classification of data attributes of short-term traffic flow in urban

Data attribute Category Spatial static attributes Dynamic property of traffic flow

Specific classification Types of road intersections Traffic flow information
Road Distribution Area Road Detector Information
Road Grade Phase control information

Table 2
Specific contents of traffic flow dynamic attributes

Information Data Company Explain

Control information Monitor status – Switching state of intersection monitor
Number of monitors – Number of monitors installed at each intersection

Phase Phase operation phase – Control time of intersection operation
information information Periodic time second Total Time of a Phase Operating Cycle

Green Signal Ratio second The ratio of the green light duration of a signal phase to the
total duration of the whole signal cycle

Phase Flow Lane Flow Vehicle Number of vehicles on fixed length lanes
Information Lane free time second Time when the number of vehicles in a lane is zero in a certain

phase length
5-minute traffic information Collection time Minute 5-minute flow collection time

5-minute flow Vehicle Number of vehicles passing through intersections during this
period



Table 3
Specific forms of data attributes of short-term traffic flow in urban

Crossing Number Phase Date of collection Collection time Monitor number Green light time Phase period

300 A 2018-10-15 10:20:28 0 36 72
300 A 2018-10-15 10:30:58 1 28 68
300 A 2018-10-15 10:40:32 2 26 65
300 B 2018-10-15 11:20:16 0 18 78
300 B 2018-10-16 12:30:24 1 36 84
300 B 2018-10-16 09:16:27 2 35 75
300 B 2018-10-16 10:22:32 0 24 66
300 B 2018-10-17 11:14:25 1 22 78
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Table 4
Specific data acquisition methods of two kinds of acquisition technologies

Automatic
acquisition
technology

Acquisition principle Acquisition method Defect

Fixed Data
acquisition
technology

Induction coil detector Multi-lane coverage Interruption of traffic for installation or
repair

Installation process has a great impact on
reliability and life.

Microwave sensor Lateral coverage of multiple lanes Easy to be damaged by heavy vehicles, road
repairs and other reasons

Static vehicle coverage Veracity of lateral velocity detection is poor
Flow detection accuracy is poor in

congestion
Infrared detector Static vehicle detection Vulnerable to environment and weather

Lateral detection of multi-lane
Ultrasound detector Acquisition of visual images by

ultrasound
Vulnerable to environment and weather

Video image processor Multi-lane information collection
through a single camera and
processor

Video image sharpness can cause data errors
Large vehicles will block small vehicles.

Mobile data
acquisition
technology

Dynamic traffic flow data
acquisition technology
based on GPS

Data Continuous Detection GPS needs to be installed in as many
vehicles as possible

Real-time collection of traffic
management information

Communication is susceptible to
electromagnetic interference

Detection accuracy depends on GPS
positioning accuracy

Dynamic traffic flow data
acquisition technology
based on mobile electronic
label

Data Continuous Detection Installation of electronic tags in as many
vehicles as possible

Provide automatic charging function Traffic flow can only be measured directly
Fault Recognition Algorithms Require

Higher Accuracy
Dynamic traffic flow data

acquisition technology
based on automatic license
plate discrimination

Data continuous detection
All-weather detection of all vehicles

in the whole road network

Vulnerable to environment and weather
The clearness of vehicle license plate affects

the detection accuracy



data acquisition technology. The specific data acqui-
sition methods of these two acquisition technologies
are shown in Table 4.

2.3. Traffic flow data preprocessing

2.3.1. Traffic flow fault data identification
The fault data collected from the short-term traf-

fic flow data in urban are to repair and identify, that
is, to clean the data. Data cleaning includes miss-
ing information completion, redundant information
reduction, error information correction, noise elim-
ination and other processes. The specific process of
data cleaning is shown in Fig. 1 [11].

First, it needs to identify fault data, including
missing data and error data [12]. The expected maxi-
mization algorithm is used to identify and fill missing
data, while the identification of error data requires the
detection of outliers in the original short-term traffic
flow data, and the outlier algorithm is used to obtain
pseudo-error data. Normal data are extracted by com-
bining traffic flow mechanism method with threshold
method.

The detection method of outlier algorithm is inter-
val detection. Before calculating time interval t, the
variance σt and mean value yt of n short-term traf-
fic flow data in urban in a certain period, then the
data in interval

[
yt − 2σ, yt + 2σ

]
is positive constant

data, and the data outside the interval is pseudo-error
data.

Recognition of error data requires full considera-
tion of the relationship among traffic flow, type of
detector equipment and related road grade, so as to
obtain the threshold of short-term traffic flow data of
each traffic detection equipment [13]. The specific
method of identifying false error data by combin-
ing traffic flow mechanism method with threshold
method is shown in Table 5.

2.3.2. Traffic flow fault data repair
Repairing fault data, that is, restoring fault data

to original or more approximate values, including
smoothing filtering, missing data repair and error data
repair [14]. The fault data is repaired by historical
estimation method, and the process of repairing the
fault data is shown in Fig. 2.

In the second case, the calculation formula of traffic
flow estimation is as follows:

ŷ(t) = α · y(t − 1) + (1 − α) · yk−1(t) (3)

Fig. 1. Data cleaning process.

Where, ŷ(t) denotes traffic flow estimates, yk−1(t)
denotes historical data, y(t − 1) denotes data of the
previous moment, and α denotes weighted coeffi-
cients.

In the third case, the formula for calculating the
results of data restoration is as follows:{

y(t) = [
y(t − 1) + y(t − 1)

]
/2

y(t) = [
y(t − n) + y(t − n + 1) + ... + y(t − 1)

]
/k

(4)



Table 5
Specific methods of identifying pseudo-error data by combining traffic flow mechanism method with threshold method

Method Data and Algorithms Content Explain

Threshold
method

Flow q o<q<fcCt/6o, Where C represents road
capacity/veh· h-1, t is the acquisition
interval/ min, fv is the correction
factor, generally take 1.3–1.5

Capacity Design of Expressway and Urban Expressway
in 2000/veh· h-1, That is to say, the flow rate in 5
minutes is more than 250 vehicles, and the conversion
coefficient is 1.5.

Average Velocity of
Location v

o≤v ≤ fvV1, Among them, V1 is the
road speed limit./km· h-1 fv is the
correction coefficient, generally
1.3–1.5

The speed limit for expressways or urban expressways
is 120/km· h-1, That is to say, the average point
velocity in 5 minutes is greater than 150./km· h-1

Time share O 0≤O≤100% The occupancy rate of time in 5 minutes is more than
90%.

Traffic flow Rule-based algorithm Average velocity v is 0 Flow q is not zero
mechanism Flow q is 0 Time occupancy O and average velocity v are not zero
method Time share O is 0 Flow q is greater than the set value

Flow q is 0, average velocity v is 0 Time share greater than 0 is less than 95%.
Region-based

algorithm
Using the area covered by the

relationship curve between traffic
flow parameters as a reasonable area

Such as speed-occupancy curve, speed-flow curve,
flow-occupancy curve, etc.

Average effective
vehicle length aveL

aveL = l0vO/q Average vehicle length is not (5,12); it is not suitable for
the case where the average speed, flow and time
occupancy of a location are zero.

Where y(t) denotes the result of data repair and k

denotes the constant.
The specific process of missing data completion is

shown in Fig. 3.
The missing data completion structure of EM algo-

rithm is shown in Fig. 4 [15].
Then the adaptive exponential smoothing algo-

rithm is used for data smoothing filtering. The specific
formulas are as follows:

S
(1)
t = αt × yt + (1 − αt) × S

(1)
t−1 (5)

Where, S
(1)
t denotes the adaptive exponential

smoothing value in the t-th period,S(1)
t−1 is the adaptive

exponential smoothing value in the t − 1-th period,
αt denotes the smoothing parameter, and yt denotes
the absolute smoothing error [16].

2.4. Prediction of short-term traffic flow in urban
based on multivariate linear regression model

The reason why the linear regression model is
used to predict the short-term traffic flow is that the
multiple linear regression model can establish the
linear causal relationship among multiple variables.
When affected by multiple factors, the accuracy of
the prediction results is high, and it is simpler and
more convenient. Because there are many variables
in urban traffic flow predicting, the adaptability of
using this model to realize traffic flow predicting is
high. Multivariate regression analysis can accurately

measure the correlation degree and regression fit-
ting degree between various factors, and effectively
improve the accuracy of prediction results.

According to the results of data preprocessing of
short-term traffic flow in urban, a prediction model for
short-term traffic flow in urban is established based
on multiple linear regression model to realize the pre-
diction of short-term traffic flow in urban [17]. The
prediction model for short-term traffic flow consists
of three modules, and its specific workflow is shown
in Fig. 5 [18].

The three modules of the predicting model for
short-term traffic flow are the predicting module for
traffic flow in upstream section, the predicting mod-
ule for traffic flow in the predicting section and the
calculation module for historical average traffic flow
in the predicting section [19]. The concrete formulas
for predicting short-term traffic flow in urban through
these three modules are as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

T = ω1

[
a1q

k
1(t) + a2q

k
2(t) + a3q

k
3(t)

]
R = ω2

[
b1q

k
0(t) + b2q

k
0(t − 1) + b3q

k
0(t − 3)

+b4q
k
0(t − 34)

]
F = ω3h0(t + 1)

a = T 2 + R2 + F2

ω1 · ω2 · ω3
(5)



Fig. 2. Error data repair process.

Where, T represents the calculation results of the
traffic flow prediction module in the upstream sec-
tion; R represents the calculation results of the traffic
flow prediction module in the predicting section; F

represents the calculation results of the historical
average traffic flow calculation module in the pre-
dicting section; a represents the prediction results of
the short-term traffic flow; ω1, ω2 and ω3 represent
the prediction coefficients respectively; a1 − a3 and
q1 − q3 represent the average traffic flow at time t on

Fig. 3. Specific flow of missing data completion.

the k-th day; b represents the average traffic flow at
time t − 1 on the k-th day; and q0 and h0 represent
the average traffic flow at the upstream section and
the historical traffic flow at the upstream section [20].

3. Experimental study

In order to test the performance of the prediction
method for short-term traffic flow in urban based
on multiple linear regression model proposed in
this paper, a comparative experiment is designed.
The specific experimental scheme is as follows:
Firstly, the experimental location and environment
are designed. In order to improve the accuracy and
authenticity of the experiment, the urban traffic flow
data of a certain section of a local city is obtained,
which is taken as the experimental sample data. The
length of the experimental data conforms to the stan-
dard of simulation experiment. According to the value



Fig. 4. Lost data completion structure of EM algorithm.

of variables in the urban traffic flow group, the ini-
tial value of parameters is obtained, and the initial
parameter design of the experiment is completed, so
that the experimental parameters are infinitely close
to the actual traffic flow data. By using the methods
in reference [5], reference [6], reference [7], refer-
ence [8] as experimental comparison methods, the
prediction accuracy of different research methods is
compared, and the higher the accuracy is, the higher
the prediction accuracy is; furthermore, the prediction
time of different research methods is compared, and
the shorter the prediction time is, which shows that the
method can quickly obtain prediction results of short-
term traffic flow in urban. The specific experimental
process is shown below.

3.1. Experimental location and data

The location of the experiment is shown in Fig. 6,
where intersection A and B are two adjacent intersec-

tions. Short-term traffic flow prediction is made for
the northern section of intersection A, while the west,
north and east sections of intersection B are all related
sections of the northern section of intersection A.

The data from 15:30 to 18:30 including peak flow
period are selected as the historical data of this exper-
iment. The specific data are shown in Table 6. Firstly,
the collected data are identified and repaired to ensure
the integrity of the experimental data.

3.2. Experimental results

(1) Comparison of prediction accuracy
The accuracy data of predicting short-term traf-

fic flow for the northern section of intersection A by
different methods are shown in Table 7.

According to the prediction accuracy data of short-
term traffic flow in urban in the northern section of
intersection A in Table 7, the average prediction accu-



Fig. 5. Specific workflow of predicting model for short-term traffic flow in urban.

Table 6
Experimental data

Intersection North section of intersection A Intersection B

Traffic flow from 15:30 to 18:30 on that day 642 633
Traffic flow from 15:30 to 18:30 on the previous day 621 598
Traffic flow from 15:30 to 18:30 on the first two days 589 554

Table 7
Comparison of prediction accuracy

Predicting Method in Method in Method in Method in The proposed
methods reference [5] reference [6] reference [7] reference [8] method

5-minute prediction accuracy 75.2% 76.5% 86.1% 83.4% 97.8%
10-minute prediction accuracy 66.9% 78.9% 92.7% 95.8% 99.1%
15-minute prediction accuracy 84.2% 66.4% 77.2% 75.2% 97.4%
20-minute prediction accuracy 81.2% 88.3% 70.2% 75.1% 99.6%
Average prediction accuracy 76.88% 77.52% 64.05% 82.38% 98.48%



Fig. 6. Selection of experimental sites.

racy of the method in reference [5] is 76.88%; that of
the method in reference [6] is 77.52%, the method in
reference [7] is 64.05%, the method in reference [8]
is 82.38% and the prediction method for short-term
traffic flow in urban based on multiple linear regres-
sion model is 98.48%. Therefore, the main reason
for the accuracy of the proposed method lies in the
collection of spatial static attribute data and dynamic
attribute data of traffic flow according to the selected
attributes, so as to identify and repair of fault data
in the collected data. Finally, a multivariate linear
regression model for prediction of short-term traffic
flow in urban is constructed to improve the accuracy
of the prediction.

(2) comparison of prediction time
In order to further validate the advantages of the

proposed method, prediction time test is needed. The
test results are shown in the following figure.

Analysis diagram 7 shows that the method of litera-
ture [5] the forecast of time-consuming within 2.8 s to
4.2 s, the method of literature [6] of forecasting takes
3.7 s to 4.5 s, is the highest of five kinds of meth-
ods, the method of literature [7] forecasts take within

Fig. 7. Comparison of prediction time.

1.9 s to 2.9 s, the method of literature [8] predict time-
consuming fluctuations within 1.1 s to 2.9 s, and the
proposed method of forecast time consuming under
0.7 s, is forecasting takes the lowest in five ways, so
through the comparison shows that in this paper, the
research method of forecasting takes the shortest, the
short-term urban traffic flow time consuming task.
The reason is that this method can identify and repair
the fault data in the collected data according to the
collection of static spatial attribute data and dynamic
traffic flow attribute data of selected attributes, and
build a multiple linear regression model for short-
term urban traffic flow prediction, which reduces
the prediction time and improves the prediction effi-
ciency.

4. Conclusions

With the acceleration of urban construction and
the gradual development of intelligent transportation
system intelligent traffic management and advanced
urban traffic prediction system are playing an increas-
ingly important role in urban traffic management.
Short-time urban traffic flow prediction is the most
important to realize intelligent urban traffic. In order
to solve the problem of high complexity of linear
causality among multiple variables, a multivariate
linear regression model is introduced and a short-
time urban traffic flow prediction method based on
multivariate linear regression model is proposed. Spa-



tial static attribute data and traffic flow dynamic
attribute data are collected, and fault data are repaired
and identified. The short-term traffic flow in urban
is predicted by constructing multiple linear regres-
sion model. The experimental results show that the
average prediction accuracy of this method is up to
98.48%, and the prediction time is always below 0.7 s,
which is of high prediction accuracy and low predic-
tion time. This method is of great significance to the
application of intelligent transportation system, and
the realized intelligent transportation can improve the
important guarantee of driving safety. In the future,
it is necessary to conduct in-depth research on short-
time urban traffic flow prediction methods. With the
collaborative development of information technology
and mobile technology, an App for short-time urban
traffic flow prediction is designed to enable people
to obtain urban traffic flow prediction information at
any time and realize intelligent urban traffic.
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